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Abstract. Finding similar trajectories in massive vehicular trajectory data
can benefit emerging novel mobile applications, such as carpooling,
friend recommendation and traffic analysis. This paper proposes a novel
spatio-temporal based trajectory similarity evaluation method. Significance of each point on the query trajectory can be assigned according to
personal preference. Speed factor is also considered in the evaluation
approach. Furthermore, the condition of same length in space and time
for the compared trajectories is not compulsive in our method.
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1 Introduction
With the development and widespread usage of mobile location aware devices,
huge geographic location data are captured every day. A trajectory is a sequence
of timestamped geographic locations of a mobile user. Finding similar trajectories
in massive trajectory data can benefit emerging novel mobile applications, such
as carpooling, friend recommendation, traffic analysis and location based
services. For example, office workers can find carpooling partners by querying
trajectories which are similar with their commuter routes [8].
Much trajectory similarity evaluation approaches appeared in previous researches allow objects to move freely without any motion restrictions in 2D or 3D
space [9]. However, in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs), vehicles can move
only on pre-defined roads. In such scenarios, Euclidean distance between two
moving objects does not reflect their real distance [9]. In other words, similar
trajectories measured by Euclidean distance may be dissimilar when considering
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the network topology. The shortest path distance between two nodes in a
road network is defined as network distance [9].
In most of previous studies [1], [2], [5], [3], only spatial similarity is considered
in trajectory similarity evaluation. In the recent years, researchers realized that
temporal factors are also important and considered in similar trajectories
evaluation [9]. Driving parameters (speed, acceleration and direction) of trajectories also affect the similarity between trajectories [7]. The significance of each
point on a trajectory may be different for a special mobile user who is requesting
similar trajectories. So significances of sampling points on trajectories should be
considered for similarity evaluation [8].
Though these before mentioned literatures consider parts of these influence
factors respectively, there is no existing trajectory similarity measuring approach
consider spatio-temporal factors, driving parameters and significances of sampling
points simultaneously, to the best of our knowledge. This paper proposes a
trajectory similarity measuring method based on network distance and temporal
distance. It not only considers driving parameters but also allows the requestor to
assign a significance parameter for each sample point on the querying trajectory.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces preliminaries about road networks and trajectories. Section 3 details our proposed
similarity measures. Section 4 discusses differences between our method and
previous work. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work.

2 Preli mi n aries
2 . 1 R oa d N e tw or k
In VANETs, the mobility of objects is constrained by an underlying road network.
The road network connectivity is modeled by using a graph representation,
composed by vertices and edges. Each edge is assigned with a cost.
Let a connected and undirected graph C = (V, E) represents a road network,
where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. A vertex represents a road
intersection or an end of a road. An edge is defined as a connection of a pair of
vertices.
Each sampling point of a trajectory should located on an edge.

2.2 Trajectory
We assume that each moving object (taxi or bus) is equipped with wireless communication devices and location aware devices. The moving object will report its
geographic location and driving parameters, such as speed, at predefined intervals. This paper assumes that all trajectories have already been matched onto
the edges in the corresponding road network according to some map-matching
approaches [4], [6]. And the moving object always follows the shortest path
connecting two points. Let
be a set of trajectories in a road network. Each
trajectory T E is defined as:

r

r

T = (<
88

l1,v1,t1

>,··· ,< li,vi,ti >,··· ,< lm,vm,tm >)

(1)
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where m is the sampling point number of the trajectory, li = (lgi, lai) represents a
geographical location, lgiand lai denote the longitude and latitude of the point
respectively, ti is the time instance that the moving object reporting the state
information, vi represents the speed of the moving object at the moment of ti.

3 Trajectory Similarity Measures
Due to restrictions posed by the road network, measuring trajectory proximity
by means of the Euclidean distance is not appropriate [9]. This paper use the
network distance as similarity metric insteading of the Euclidean distance. The
smaller the network distance is, the higher the trajectory similar is. This section
will follow a step-by-step construction of the similarity measure. It firstly takes
into account only spatial factors with personalized significances assigned to
sampling points. Then, the speed information will be added in the following
step. After that, time distance will be proposed. Finally, a combined distance
measuring function which considering above mentioned factors is constructed.
Let da(lai, Tb) denotes the shortest path distance function from a sampling
node lai in a trajectory Ta to another trajectory Tb. The shortest path distance
between two nodes is considered as network distance. Let DG represents the
diameter of the graph C of the road network and it is globally constant for the
application.

3.1 Distance Measured by Spatial Information (DMS)
Definition 1 The network distance dN(Ta, Tb) between two trajectories Ta and Tb is
defined as follows:
where m is the sampling node numbers of m
trajectory Ta which is named as query
X
da(lai, Tb)
(2)
dN(Ta,Tb) = 1
trajectory.
DG
mi = 1
According to the Def. 1, sampling node numbers on each trajectory could
be difference.
A mobile user may have different interests to the location point on the query
trajectory in applications such as location base services. So the query trajectory is
a weighted data trajectory. Each sampling position lai on the query trajectory
holds the weight wai which represents the significance of the point among the
query processing.

Definition 2 The network distance for two trajectories with weighted sampling points
on the query trajectory is defined as follows:
1 m
X
waida(lai, Tb)
dNW(Ta,Tb) = m
DG

(3)

i=1
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wher P m wai = 1.
i=1
e
The weight
requestor.

wai

for the point

lai

on the query trajectory Ta is assigned by the

3.2 DMS with Speed Information (DMSS)
The distance measure defined in the previous section takes into consideration
only the network distance and personalized significance for different points on
the query trajectory. In applications such as carpooling and traffic analysis, the
speed information is very important.
Let SG represents the maximum speed limitation of the discussed road
network. And the limitation is globally constant for the application. Let ds(lai,
lbi) represents the speed difference between those in the location lai and lbi. lai is
a sampling location on the query trajectory Ta, lbi is the nearest point on the
trajectory Tb from Tb to lai.

Definition 3 The network distance for two trajectories with speed consideration
and weighted sampling points on the query trajectory is defined as follows:
1 m
X
dNWS =m

i=1

wai • da(lai, Tb) • ds(lai, lbi)
DG • SG

(4)

3.3 Distance Measured by Temporal Information (DMT)
The similarity measures defined in the previous sections do not take into
consideration the time information. In applications such as carpooling and
traffic analysis, time information is important.
Let |dt(lai, lbi)| represents the time distance between the report time of the
position lai which is on the query trajectory Ta and the report time of the
position lbi which is on the another trajectory Tb. lai is a sampling location on
the query trajectory Ta, lbi is the nearest point on the trajectory Tb from Tb to lai.
lam is the last sampling point of the trajectory Ta. lbm is the nearest point on the
trajectory Tb from Tb to lam. la1 is the first sampling point of the trajectory Ta. lb1
is the nearest point on the trajectory Tb from Tb to la1.

Definition 4 The time distance between a query trajectory Ta and another
trajectory Tb is defined as follows:
dT =

1

•

m

Xm
i=1

max{|dt(lam,

lb1)|

, |dt(la1, lbm)| , |dt(lam, la1)| , |dt(lbm, lb1)|}

|dt(lai, lbi)|
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(5)
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3.4 Combined Distance Measure

Now, we have different distance measures that can be used to query similar
trajectories from different metrics for different length in time, space and speed.
Several applications may require some combined measures for similarity querying.
Definition 5 The combined spatio-temporal distance measure considering different significance of sampling points can be expressed as follows:
dNWT = wNW .

dNW(Ta,

Tb) + wT . dT

where wNW and wT are weight parameters for corresponding sub-measures. In addition,
wT = 1.

(6)
wNW

+

Definition 6 The combined spatio-temporal distance measure considering speed
and different significance of sampling points can be expressed as follows:
dC = wNWS .

dNWS(Ta,

Tb) + wT . dT

(7)

where wNWS and wT are weight parameters for corresponding sub-measures. In addition, wNWS +
wT = 1.

4 Discussion
This section details differences between previous studies and our work.
The study in [9] requires that two trajectories should contain the same number
of sampling points. And they are compared according to the sequence order. So
the result will be influenced by distribution of sampling points. Our method is
not constrained by these conditions.
The study in [9] uses the minimum network distance between two sampling
points on the two trajectories respectively to compute similarity. It does not
distinguish the query trajectory and the object trajectory. But our method uses the
minimum network distance from a sampling point on the query trajectory to the
object trajectory. So the number or sampling points on the object trajectory can
be arbitrary.
The idea of assign personalized significances for different sampling points on
the query trajectory for similarity computing comes from [8]. The speed information has been considered in similarity measuring in [7]. This paper integrates
these factories into the spatio-temporal similarity evaluation method.

5 Conclusion
Although there are significant contributions achieved on trajectory similarity
evaluation, the vast majority of the proposed approaches assume that the compared two trajectories hold the same number of sampling points. Most of previous approaches compute distance through comparing the distance between
Copyright © 2013 SERSC
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two sampling points on the different trajectories following the same sequence
order. This paper defines several similarity distance measures through adding
influence factors step-by-step. It firstly proposes a distance measure based on the
network distance between the sampling point on the query trajectory and the
object trajectory. Then the significance factor on different sampling point is added
into the measuring algorithm. After that, speed information is considered in the
measuring method. Time distance between two trajectories is measured
independently. Last but not least, time distance and other distance evaluation
formula are combined with different weights.
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